**Modular semi-automatic casemaker with board feeder**

Arriving from the well known DA 1001 of which several units have been installed worldwide, this multi-functional gluing and case making machine can produce folders, book cases and paper-over board products in short and medium quantities. The machine consists of a gluing unit for hot and cold glue (DA175) with automatic viscosity control (DA100) vacuum table (DA2000) with guides for the precise positioning of the cardboard pieces on the glued material, folding and pressing rollers (DA301) for simultaneous turning-in of 2 sides at a time. Corner cutter S 74/13. The machine can produce up to 300 cases per minute with one operator.

- Velocità meccanica man/auto 6/8 min (* *)  
- Voltaggio: 400 Volt trifase + neutro - 50 Hz.  
- Potenza installata: 5,5 Kw  
- Aria compressa: 300 Nl/min a 6 bar  
- Dimensioni macch. Base: 3500 x 2700 x h 1700 mm  
- Peso netto: 600 kg  

* Production capacity of every machine depends on sizes, type of materials, glues and operator skill  
IML reserves the right to change technical specifications without notice.